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I. SUMMARY  
 
The International Space Station (ISS) is a one-of-a-kind laboratory that enables research and technology 
development not possible on Earth. As a public service enterprise, the ISS National Laboratory allows 
researchers to leverage this multiuser facility to improve quality of life on Earth, mature space-based 
business models, advance science literacy in the future workforce, and drive a sustainable and scalable 
market in low Earth orbit (LEO).  
 
Through this orbiting national laboratory, research resources on the ISS are available to support non-
NASA science and technology development as well as science, technology, engineering, and 
mathematics (STEM) education initiatives from U.S. government agencies, academic institutions, and 
the private sector. The Center for the Advancement of Science in Space, Inc. (CASIS) manages the ISS 
National Lab, under Cooperative Agreement with NASA, facilitating access to its permanent microgravity 
research environment, a powerful vantage point in LEO, and the extreme and varied conditions of space.  
 
As a U.S. taxpayer-funded organization, CASIS only contracts with U.S. Persons, as defined by the Export 
Administration Regulations (EAR) and International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR). This document 
will assist applicants in the development of quality concepts to leverage the ISS National Lab for the 
development or demonstration of applied research and technology that addresses the following 
Sustainability Challenge Statement. 

 
Sustainability Challenge Statement: How can we reimagine the design, production, use, and recovery of 
polymers to eliminate plastic waste in the environment and reduce the consumption of water, energy, 
and petrochemical feedstocks? 
 
 

II. SUSTAINABILITY CHALLENGE AND DESCRIPTION OF RESEARCH 
 
The introduction of synthetic polymers (plastics) has revolutionized many industries and impacted our 
daily lives. From lifesaving medical devices and safety equipment to consumer packaging, plastics are 
ubiquitous. Their low cost, density, and corrosion resistance make them economical and practical 
materials for nearly every industry. Yet, this ubiquity comes at a price. The low cost of plastics makes 
them easily disposable, leading to their single use and disposal, creating vast waste streams. 
Additionally, with little or no natural decomposition mechanisms, many plastics remain in the 
environment for hundreds of years. The pervasive use and disposal of different plastics has led to 
widespread environmental contamination, even to the deepest depths of the ocean.  
 
The materials that enable products from lifesaving devices to toothbrushes also contribute to a growing 
threat to the health and sustainability of our environment by plastic waste. This is the plastics dilemma. 
 
Addressing this growing problem requires novel solutions and test environments. The past approach of 
promoting recycling of plastics has been largely ineffective to reduce the growing rate of plastic waste 
generation. While effective for some plastics, recycling is often not economically viable or 
technologically feasible for many plastics, in particular, when chemically different plastics are used in 
multilayer packaging. A recent Department of Energy (DOE) roadmap lays out the stark reality of the 
state of plastic recycling and waste (DOE Plastics Innovation Challenge Draft Roadmap): 

• 80% of plastic waste ends up in landfills or the environment 
• 14% of plastic packaging is collected for recycling 

https://www.energy.gov/plastics-innovation-challenge/downloads/plastics-innovation-challenge-draft-roadmap-and-request
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• 2% of plastic packaging is recycled into plastics of a similar quality 
• 98% of plastic packaging is produced from virgin feedstocks 

 
Therefore, new approaches are necessary to address the global plastics dilemma. Solutions must 
consider the entirety of the plastic life cycle: from the creation or harvesting of feedstocks to the 
manufacture plastics through the end of useful product life, disposal, and/or recovery. Ideal solutions 
would eliminate the need for unsustainable, nonrenewable petrochemical feedstocks and would source 
carbon from carbon emission waste streams like carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, and methane. 
Further, the end-of-life considerations would necessitate materials design for biodegradability or 
upcycling of polymers to materials of equal or even greater quality than the original polymer.   
 
The ISS National Lab Sustainability Challenge: Beyond Plastics, funded by Estée Lauder, delivers a unique 
research platform to unite innovators in addressing global priorities. The Sustainability Challenge seeks 
to tackle the generation of plastic waste via a solicitation for flight projects supporting sustainable 
polymer production, use, and end-of-life planning.  
 
For the Sustainability Challenge, we are soliciting flight projects that seek to demonstrate applied 
research and development, technology readiness level (TRL) maturation, and technology demonstration 
of technology areas that reimagine the design, production, use, and upcycling of polymers. The 
Sustainability Challenge seeks to eliminate plastic waste in the environment and reduce the 
consumption of water, energy, and petrochemical feedstocks. Through the Sustainability Challenge, we 
seek technology projects for which space-based testing can uniquely enable technical solutions to 
known or new science and engineering challenges and the creation of new products and business 
opportunities. Up to $1M is available to support one or more flight projects through this Sustainability 
Challenge. 
 
The objective of the Sustainability Challenge is to use the unique ISS environment to develop, test, or 
mature products and processes that have potential to: 

• Reduce plastic waste introduction into the environment 
• Seek alternative feedstocks and pathways for polymer production beyond petrochemicals 
• Reduce virgin plastic manufacturing 

 
The ISS National Lab enables long-term scientific research and technology demonstration within the 
unique, persistent microgravity environment inside the ISS. When gravity is no longer a dominant 
physical force, a multitude of unique effects on physical and biological systems and chemical and 
biological processes are induced. In some cases, these unique effects may enable the discovery of new 
capabilities from biological and physical systems that can be leveraged to develop and demonstrate new 
technologies. Studies must be designed to utilize persistent microgravity or the extreme conditions of 
the LEO environment on the ISS to identify, develop, or test novel approaches to addressing the plastics 
dilemma on Earth. Studies may be conducted using facilities within the ISS or external facilities attached 
to the ISS, including platforms for materials exposure testing. 
 
Through the Sustainability Challenge, we are targeting college students, Ph.D. candidates, postdoctoral 
researchers, professional scientists and engineers, entrepreneurs, and the general public (all must be 
qualified as a U.S. Person), that are interested in addressing the plastics dilemma. The Sustainability 
Challenge is also open to any-sized U.S. company, organization, or academic program. 
 
This Sustainability Challenge will follow a multistep submission and evaluation process. Applicants will 
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first submit a Step 1a: Concept form for review by CASIS. Then, a subset of applicants with the most 
promising concepts will be invited to submit a Step 1b: Presentation and pre-recorded “pitch” video 
describing their proposed project. These applicants will connect with ISS National Lab Implementation 
Partners and the ISS National Lab Payload Operations and Science teams to obtain feedback and work 
on their presentations. After reviewing the presentations, CASIS will select a group of finalists to 
participate in a Step 1c: Question and Answer (Q&A) call with the Sustainability Challenge expert judges, 
who will score and rank the finalists. On March 19, 2022, a Sustainability Challenge event will be held at 
NASA’s Kennedy Space Center in Cape Canaveral, Florida. The one-day event will include a session in 
which the recorded presentations from the finalists will be livestreamed to a global audience. The event 
will also include a ceremony to recognize the top three ranked finalists. Following the event, all finalists 
will be invited to submit a Step 2: Full Proposal for a flight project leveraging the ISS National Lab.  
 
Background on the ISS National Lab and Research in Space 
 
Microgravity  
The ISS National Lab offers the opportunity to conduct long-duration experiments in persistent 
microgravity, where gravity-driven physical forces are nearly absent. Results of such research have been 
shown to provide new practical insights and tangible benefits to multiple cross-cutting life science, 
physical science, and engineering fields and areas of industrial application.  
 
In the life sciences: 

• Microgravity affects cellular physiology and gene expression that alter a microorganism’s 
phenotype. Exposure to microgravity can increase microbial population density and virulence 
and can alter microbial metabolism and production of metabolic byproducts. The effects of 
microgravity on microorganisms may be harnessed to generate living foundries or for directed 
evaluation of enzymes. For more information, see NASA's “A Researcher’s Guide to Microbial 
Research” and “A Researcher’s Guide to Cellular Biology.”  

 
In the physical sciences: 

• In microgravity, gravity-driven phenomena such as natural convection, density-driven 
separation, and sedimentation are negligible. This environment presents the opportunity to 
study underlying phenomena (such as diffusion, interfacial tension, and other atomic-scale 
phenomena). It also provides an opportunity to synthesize materials and structures that may 
not be possible terrestrially, particularly for soft and far-from-equilibrium materials. For more 
information, see NASA's “A Researcher’s Guide to Fundamental Physics” and “A Researcher’s 
Guide to Fluid Physics.” 

• Microgravity also provides the opportunity for containerless processing and synthesis of 
materials. This can reduce heterogeneous nucleation at the container surface, which is a source 
of impurities. Due to this and also negligible sedimentation and convective currents, many types 
of crystals (including catalysts such as zeolites) synthesized in microgravity have been 
demonstrated to have improved quality and size. For more information, see NASA's “A 
Researcher’s Guide to Microgravity Materials Research.” 

 
LEO Extreme Conditions 
In addition to microgravity, the extreme conditions of the space environment are demonstrably hostile 
to many materials. In LEO, these conditions include: 

• Atomic oxygen, which is highly reactive with plastics and some metals, causing severe erosion  
• Ultraviolet radiation, which deteriorates and darkens many plastics and coatings 

https://www.nasa.gov/connect/ebooks/researchers_guide_microbial_research_detail.html
https://www.nasa.gov/connect/ebooks/researchers_guide_microbial_research_detail.html
https://www.nasa.gov/connect/ebooks/researchers_guide_cellular_biology_detail.html
https://www.nasa.gov/connect/ebooks/researchers_guide_fundamental_physics_detail.html
https://www.nasa.gov/connect/ebooks/researchers_guide_fluid_physics_detail.html
https://www.nasa.gov/connect/ebooks/researchers_guide_fluid_physics_detail.html
https://www.nasa.gov/connect/ebooks/researchers_guide_microgravity_materials_detail.html
https://www.nasa.gov/connect/ebooks/researchers_guide_microgravity_materials_detail.html
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• Vacuum conditions, which alter the physical properties of many materials 
• Impact from meteoroids and orbiting man-made debris, which can damage materials exposed in 

space 
• Continuous cycling between extreme high and low temperatures, which can result in 

accelerated thermal degradation of materials 
 
The ISS National Lab supports a variety of facilities and hardware to leverage the extreme LEO 
environment for development and testing of new materials, devices, and subsystems. Such testing 
provides a mechanism for rapid failure and analysis, thereby accelerating the qualification and 
commercial readiness of these new devices and products. Innovative projects may also be proposed to 
specifically demonstrate the effective use of external LEO vacuum, radiation, and/or thermal cycling in a 
space-based industrial process, or to demonstrate and qualify new technologies involving robotic 
operation and assembly. For more information on the effects of these conditions of the space 
environment, see NASA's “A Researcher’s Guide to Space Environmental Effects.” 
 
ISS National Lab Implementation Partners, Facilities, and Capabilities 
 
Applicants should be familiar with the capabilities of flight hardware for in-orbit studies that are relevant 
to their proposed technology development objective. Existing flight hardware can be referenced on 
NASA’s Space Station Research Explorer website. The ISS National Lab works with a variety of 
Implementation Partners, organizations that provide research, engineering, and technical services—and, 
in some cases, operate and maintain commercial payload facilities on the ISS—to support and facilitate 
in-orbit research projects. For details about these providers and their specific hardware/services, visit 
our Implementation Partner database. Where applicable, the ISS National Lab encourages contact 
between applicants and Implementation Partners prior to Step 1c: Presentation submission in order to 
obtain information that may be useful for budget and schedule estimates. If requested, the ISS National 
Lab can facilitate contacts between Implementation Partners and applicants. 
 
Additional ISS Facilities 
 
Multiple additional facilities for research and technology development are available on the ISS. Detailed 
descriptions of facilities are provided in NASA's ISS Researcher's Guides Series. 
 
As a fully functioning laboratory, the ISS National Lab supports a variety of facilities to leverage 
microgravity conditions to advance life sciences research. The ISS platform includes microscopes, 
centrifuges, and freezers (to keep specimens cold before, during, or after use). In-orbit technologies 
include multipurpose facilities, tools, and systems for biology and human physiology, hardware for 
multiple methods of macromolecular crystal growth, and even nucleic acid sequencing technologies. 
Specific examples of life science facilities include, but are not limited to, the following: 

• Advanced Space Experiment Processor (ADSEP): This platform is a thermally controlled single-
middeck-locker equivalent that accommodates up to three cassette-based experiments that can 
be independently operated. Its companion hardware consists of a collection of several 
experiment cassettes, each doubly or triply contained, that accommodate experiments in cell 
technology, model organisms, multiphase fluids, solution chemistry, separation science, 
microencapsulation, and crystal growth. 

• Multi-use Variable-gravity Platform (MVP): This platform enables experiments that examine 
how organisms respond to artificial gravity (up to 2 g) in the space environment. 

https://www.nasa.gov/connect/ebooks/researchers_guide_space_environment_detail.html
https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/research/experiments/explorer/index.html
https://www.issnationallab.org/implementation-partners/
https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/research/researcher_guide_index
https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/research/experiments/explorer/Facility.html?#id=369
https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/research/experiments/explorer/Facility.html?#id=1777
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• Space Automated Bioproduct Laboratory (SABL): This platform supports a variety of 
investigations in the life, physical, and materials sciences, with a focus on supporting research of 
biological systems and processes.  

• Imaging systems: These include multiple commercial off-the-shelf light imaging microscope 
facilities, such as KERMIT, and spectrophotometers. 

 
For materials research and engineering, current or soon-to-be available facilities include, but are not 
limited to, the following:  

• Coarsening in Solid Liquid Mixtures (CSLM): Originally used to investigate the kinetics of 
competitive particle growth within a liquid matrix, CSLM can be utilized to process low-melting-
point alloys and other systems that sinter at low temperatures. This could include 
(unpressurized) sintering and compaction of polymeric materials. 

• Investigating the Structure of Paramagnetic Aggregates from Colloidal Emulsions (InSPACE): 
InSPACE allows for obtaining fundamental data of the complex properties of 
magnetorheological (MR) fluids. InSPACE conducts a microscopic video study of the MR fluid in a 
pulsed magnetic field to determine the effects of varying magnetic field, pulse frequency, and 
particle size on the equilibrium microstructures. 

• Pore Formation and Mobility Investigation Apparatus (PFMI): This low-temperature furnace 
enables investigations into how materials solidify in microgravity. 

• Solidification Using a Baffle in Sealed Ampoules (SUBSA): The SUBSA furnace, which can reach 
850˚C, provides the ability to control and visualize melting and solidification, enabling material 
melt-growth experiments in microgravity. 
 

The ISS National Lab also supports a variety of multipurpose facilities to leverage microgravity conditions 
to advance materials research and engineering. These facilities include, but are not limited to, the 
following: 

• Nanoracks CubeLab Modules, Space Tango TangoLabs, Lamont Aerospace facilities, Redwire 
Space facilities, and ICECUBES facilities: These platforms enable a broad range of experiments 
that examine how biological and physical systems respond to microgravity—with applications in 
tissue engineering, regenerative medicine, pharmaceutical development, biofuels, and other 
sectors. 

• Microgravity Research for Versatile Investigations (MaRVIn): This platform is an experiment 
processing system for operating scientific and commercial investigations in microgravity. 
Interchangeable experiment modules offer heating, cooling, internal fluids and chemicals 
management, power, data recording, telemetry, and video utilities. Sample processing from 0˚C 
to more than 1,000˚C is supported. 

 
Research and Technology Development Objectives and Priorities 
 
ISS National Lab applied research and technology development is intended to validate technological 
breakthroughs and rapidly advance the development of new Earth- or space-based products to bring 
value to our nation and drive a robust, sustainable, and scalable LEO economy. These objectives will be 
achieved by successfully executing flight experiments utilizing microgravity, the extreme conditions in 
LEO, or the vantage point of the ISS.  
 
Through this Sustainability Challenge, we are seeking flight projects related to the topic “Addressing the 
Plastics Dilemma: Design and Synthesis of Sustainable Polymers Aided by Access to Space,” and 

https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/research/experiments/explorer/Facility.html?#id=1148
https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/research/experiments/explorer/Facility.html?#id=8120
https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/research/experiments/explorer/Investigation.html?#id=1539
https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/research/experiments/explorer/Investigation.html?#id=206
https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/research/experiments/explorer/Facility.html?#id=8322
https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/research/experiments/explorer/Facility.html?#id=7965
https://nanoracks.com/
https://spacetango.com/
https://www.lamontaero.space/
https://redwirespace.com/
https://redwirespace.com/
https://www.icecubesservice.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ep7YfWhOmLw&t=3h32m06s
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responsive proposals must describe how successful space-based experiments will quickly advance the 
technology or product toward a viable market offering. The proposed technology must address one or 
more of the following Sustainability Challenge goals: 

• Reduce plastic waste introduction into the environment 
• Seek alternative feedstocks and pathways for polymer production beyond petrochemicals 
• Reduce virgin plastic manufacturing 

Proposed projects should address either the virgin production of polymers through sustainable 
feedstocks or the end-of-life of polymers to be biodegraded or upcycled. Ideal projects will address both 
through a whole-of-life design approach that accounts for cradle-to-grave (biodegrading) or cradle-to-
cradle (recycling or upcycling) approaches.  
 
The following subtopic areas are identified as potential technology areas of particular interest, where 
access to microgravity for research and development may lead to breakthroughs to address the plastics 
dilemma. 
 
A) Putting Microbes to Work: Harnessing microbial activity to produce, upcycle, and biodegrade more 

sustainable polymers 

Projects may seek to use the microgravity environment to design and create living foundries to 
manufacture biopolymers or intermediates. Microgravity has been shown to alter microbiological 
activity, including population dynamics and metabolic byproducts. This effect may be harnessed to use 
microorganisms to produce biopolymers or useful intermediates with supply chain value. 
 
Projects may also seek to use microgravity for the directed evolution of cells and enzymes for polymer 
upcycling or biodegradation. Microgravity affects cellular physiology and gene expression that alter a 
microorganism’s phenotype. These changes may lead to new discoveries to engineer metabolic 
pathways and cell-free enzymatic systems for polymer synthesis and monomer recovery. 

B) Seeking New Feedstocks: Introducing new sustainable polymer feedstocks for polymer 
manufacturing 

Projects may propose chemical, biological, and photocatalytic processes to convert waste hydrocarbon 
emissions (carbon dioxide, methane, etc.) into monomers or other polymer feedstocks. Additionally, 
projects may develop improved high-surface-area materials for capture, separation, and catalysis of 
waste carbon gases for use as polymer feedstocks. One example is the synthesis of crystalline catalysts, 
such as zeolites, which have demonstrated improved crystalline quality, ordering, and crystal size when 
synthesized in microgravity. Other examples of high-surface-area materials and catalysts that may 
benefit from improved crystalline quality and mesoporous ordering during microgravity synthesis 
include metal-organic frameworks, aerogels, and bijels, among others.  

C) Closing the Polymer Loop: Addressing end-of-life considerations for polymer products through 
upcycling and improved recycling 

Projects may propose chemical or biological processes to break down recycled polymers for upcycling. 
Projects may seek to take advantage of microbial activity or catalyst synthesis aided by exposure to 
microgravity conditions to breakdown polymers into monomers for use as feedstocks. The resulting new 
polymer materials should be of equal or greater quality than the original waste polymers. 
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Projects may also propose improving multipolymer recycling through improved stabilizers. Development 
of chemical stabilizers to aid multipolymer blending is a key need. Microgravity may aid the study of 
mass transport in these complex fluids by removing buoyancy and sedimentation effects. 
 
To be competitive, all responsive projects must clearly demonstrate and describe a sound rationale for 
use of ISS National Lab resources and should include in the narrative a path to industrial applications. 
Technologies proposed for testing should generally have matured beyond concept validation and should 
focus on seeking technological maturity through development and/or demonstration in the space 
environment. Desirable flight experiments will target raising the technology readiness level (TRL) of the 
process for application on Earth. Ideally, it is desired that the results of flight experiments will rapidly 
enable a commercial offering of new technologies, alternative feedstocks, and/or products to end users. 
Projects that may require multiple flights to the ISS will be accepted. However, applicants seeking 
multiple flight opportunities must provide an estimate of the projected number of flights required and 
include sufficient detail in their concept to justify the expected R&D outcome of each flight or phase of 
the project leading to a complete solution. 
 
The ISS National Lab strongly recommends obtaining and submitting letters of support from commercial 
partners and/or potential users of new technologies or products to demonstrate feasibility or 
commercial interest, when applicable.  
 

III. SUBMISSION AND EVALUATION PROCESS 
 
This Sustainability Challenge will follow a multistep submission and evaluation process. For submission 
due dates, refer to the title page of this Guidelines document. 
 
Step 1a: Concept Submission 
 

• All interested applicants must complete and submit for review a Step 1a: Concept form. The 
purpose of Step 1a is to evaluate an applicant’s concept for operational feasibility, scientific or 
technological scope, compliance, and alignment with the scope of the Sustainability Challenge. 

• Concepts must use the template provided on the Sustainability Challenge webpage. 
• Concepts may be submitted and will be received, evaluated, and potentially approved 

continuously during the Sustainability Challenge Step 1a open period. However, no concepts will 
be accepted after the Step 1a close date. 

• Concepts will be evaluated based on scientific and technical merit, business and economic 
merit, and operational feasibility.   

• Approved concepts will be invited to submit a Step 1b: Presentation and accompanying pre-
recorded video pitch. Concepts approved based on Step 1a evaluation will proceed to Step 1b by 
invitation only.  

• Concepts not invited to submit a Step 1b: Presentation and recorded pitch will receive feedback. 
 
Step 1b: Presentation Submission 
 

• Invited applicants will submit a PowerPoint presentation and accompanying pre-recorded video 
pitch following the associated instruction guide provided on the Sustainability Challenge 
webpage.   

https://www.issnationallab.org/2022SustainabilityChallenge
https://www.issnationallab.org/2022SustainabilityChallenge
https://www.issnationallab.org/2022SustainabilityChallenge
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• Prior to submission of their Step 2: Presentation, applicants will have access to Implementation 
Partners—organizations that work with the ISS National Lab to provide services related to 
payload development—and other subject matter experts/mentors. Applicants will also have an 
opportunity to practice their presentations and receive feedback.  

• Presentations will be evaluated according to CASIS scoring, and a selection of finalists will be 
invited to proceed to Step 1c: Question and Answer (Q&A) calls.  

• The scoring criteria will be described within the Presentation Instructions and Evaluation 
Overview on the Sustainability Challenge website. 

 
Step 1c: Q&A 
 

• The finalists will each have a 10-minute Q&A (Zoom) call with the Sustainability Challenge expert 
judges in the week prior to the Sustainability Challenge event. During the call, finalists will 
answer questions from the expert judges, who will then deliberate and rank the finalists.  

 
Sustainability Challenge Event 
 

• At the Sustainability Challenge event, the recorded presentations of all finalists will be played 
and livestreamed. Finalists will have the option of attending the event via Zoom or in person. 

• The top three ranked finalists will be recognized in a ceremony at the event.  
• All finalists will be invited to proceed to Step 2: Full Proposal submission.  

 
Step 2: Full Proposal Submission 
 

• All finalists will be invited to submit a Step 2: Full Proposal. The process for developing full 
proposals will be outlined in a proposal instructions document posted to the Sustainability 
Challenge webpage. All finalists will have access to the document. 

• Evaluation of full proposals will be guided by an overall assessment of expected project impact 
upon successful completion of proposed objectives. CASIS has overall responsibility for 
conducting and facilitating evaluations, presenting information for final determination, and 
ensuring compliance with CASIS-defined processes. All proposals submitted must include an 
expressed commercial purpose or intent. Proposals will be evaluated for their scientific and 
economic merit as well as operational and implementation feasibility. Economic factors will be 
most heavily weighted, follow by scientific factors, and finally operational and implementation 
feasibility factors, which will be equally weighted. 

• At the end of Step 2, the proposals recommended for selection will be presented for final 
determination to the CASIS chief executive officer, who is the selecting official.  

• Full proposals must be submitted by a principal investigator or an authorized official of the 
proposing organization. Any individual business entity or institution capable of executing the 
proposed research may submit a full proposal. However, CASIS will NOT consider proposals 
requiring funded or unfunded agreements between CASIS and any non-U.S. Person (business or 
individual), as defined by the Export Administration Regulations (EAR) and International Traffic 
in Arms Regulations (ITAR). CASIS will not accept or consider proposals submitted by NASA 
and/or NASA civil servants. 
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Award Information 
 
CASIS may award a funded or unfunded agreement for a selected proposal. Up to $1M is available to 
support one or more flight projects through this Sustainability Challenge. All awarded proposals will 
receive ISS National Lab sponsorship of ISS resource utilization, payload launch to the ISS, in-orbit ISS 
crew time, data return, and payload return, if required. Grant funding is not available for ground-based 
efforts.  
 
Funds Availability: The obligation of CASIS to make an award is contingent upon the availability of funds 
from which payment can be made. The number of grants awarded and the amount of grant funding for 
each award will depend on the number of meritorious proposals.  
 
Funding for the Sustainability Challenge: Applicants may request funding support from the ISS National 
Lab Sustainability Challenge for any project cost element. It is anticipated that CASIS will execute task 
orders and/or subcontracts directly with the Implementation Partner on behalf of the awarded principal 
investigator. CASIS reserves the right to refuse award of grant if no meritorious proposals are received. 
 
Indirect Cost Rates: CASIS will allow any previously approved federal indirect cost rate that has been 
negotiated between the grantee and a U.S. government agency. If no such rate has been negotiated 
with a U.S. government agency, CASIS shall apply a de minimis indirect rate of ten percent (10%) for 
those seeking indirect costs in a grant award. Also, CASIS will allow a grantee to voluntarily waive 
indirect costs or charge less than the full de minimis indirect cost rate should they choose to do so. 
 
All proposal submissions seeking funding from CASIS are subject to this policy. All grantees are required 
to provide satisfactory written evidence in or accompanying their proposal submission of a previously 
approved federal indirect rate. Such evidence shall demonstrate the existence of an approved federally 
recognized indirect cost rate negotiated between the grantee and a U.S. government agency. In the 
absence of this evidence, CASIS will apply the de minimis indirect cost rate stated above. 
 
Notice of Award: For selected proposals, a CASIS official will contact the principal investigator named in 
the proposal. Applicants have the right to be informed of the major factor(s) that led to the acceptance 
or rejection of their proposal.  
 
Period of Performance: It is anticipated that the period of performance will be no longer than three (3) 
years from date of award.  
 
CASIS assumes no liability (including bid and proposal costs) for cancelling this solicitation or for any 
entity’s failure to receive notice of cancellation. 
 

 
IV. CONTRACTING AND COMPLIANCE 

 
Applicants and their sponsoring organizations shall be a U.S. Persons, not Foreign Persons, as those 
terms are defined by the Export Administration Regulations (EAR) and International Traffic in Arms 
Regulations (ITAR). 
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Award recipients will be required to enter into an agreement with CASIS. A representative list of 
mandatory flow down provisions contained in the agreement can be accessed at 
www.issnationallab.org/user-agreements. 
 
CASIS will review all Step 1c: Presentations and select a number of finalists to be invited to submit a full 
proposal.  
 
Final contract and award of funding will be solely at the discretion of CASIS in accordance with internal 
operations review processes and its NASA Cooperative Agreement. By the end of the second quarter of 
2022, our goal is to have fully executed contracts for one or more awarded flight projects through final 
determination.  
 
Note, however, that an awarded project does not guarantee that any payload, project, or activities will 
be flown or operated on the ISS. At an appropriate time and with input from NASA, CASIS will make a 
determination whether each selected project is flight capable.  
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